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Abstract— Vehicular connectivity can be fairly considered a future killer application, adding extra value to the car industry 

and operator’s services. Its main feature is to provide car safety and passenger comfort. Thus the issue of content distribution 

for these emerging vehicular applications needs to be handled carefully. In this paper we have done comparative study of 

different systems that can be used for distributing data in vehicular network applications and shown that Vehicular Ad hoc 

Network (VANET) is the most suitable solution for this purpose. Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks are self-arranging networks 

created among vehicles equipped with communication facilities. Because of late headways in vehicular advancements 

vehicular communication has risen. For a rich arrangement of uses executing intelligent highways, similar to application 

identified with street security, activity observing and administration, street debacle relief and so out and about side framework 

assumes a fundamental part for any VANET. This is the reason that effective communication between the vehicles and the 

street side framework is needed. Meeting this prerequisite gets to be exceptionally upsetting as hubs in a VANET are 

profoundly portable and along these lines the system topology is very dynamic. Primary objective of scheduling scheme is 

to serve whatever number demands as could be allowed by considering information type. We reviewed different scheduling 

schemes. Scheduling increases the quality of service. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) is a subset of the Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) which gives remote correspondence 

capacities between gadgets in a certain extent. VANET empower vehicles to impart among them (V2V) and with roadside base 

(V2I). VANET have been an exceptionally dynamic exploration subject in the most recent years because of the extremely 

positive effect of their usage in vehicular wellbeing, activity administration and data applications. Due to the vast span of 

VANET, number of messages to be handled by vehicle and Road Side Unit (RSU) are more. which message should be processed 

first is the biggest issue. To handle this issue, different scheduling policies are implemented depending upon different 

scheduling parameters. 

 
Fig. 1: VANET that is used for different application 

Objective of our work review is to study different scheduling policies available in VANET and to improve service 

ratio in terms of packet delivery ratio. 
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II. SCHEDULING AND V2V DATA DISTRIBUTION IN DISTRIBUTED NETWORKING 

An important problem that has to be solved in VANETs is how to exchange traffic information among vehicles in a scalable 

fashion. In some applications information is disseminated proactively using broadcast (push model), while in others the 

information is obtained on-demand (pull model). It is believed that broadcast-based applications have the potential of 

bootstrapping vehicular ad-hoc networks. Large number of safety, business, maintenance and infotainment applications 

available for VANET which requires large number of messages to be exchanged between either one vehicle and other vehicle 

or vehicle and infrastructure. In VANET, infrastructure means Road Side Unit (RSU) which is situated at fixed location and 

having capability to broadcast the messages. Each vehicle is having On Board Unit (OBU) which is also having capability to 

broadcast the messages. In all the applications of VANET, either RSU or OBU needs to broadcast the message. In this scenario, 

many messages can be queued at RSU / OBU side. Now the question is that from those queued messages which message should 

be broadcasted first? To answer this question different scheduling policies came into existence. 

III. VARIANTS OF SCHEDULING SCHEMES IN DISTRIBUTED NETWORKING 

A. Three Basic scheduling Schemes 

There are three basic scheduling Schemes: 

 First Come First Serve (FCFS): In that the packet with the first come will get service first. 

 First Deadline First (FDF): In that the packet with the most important will get service first. 

 Smallest Data Size First (SDF): In that the packet with a small size will get service first. 

When the packet arrival rate is less, FDF outperforms FCFS and SDF[1]. This is on the grounds that when the load of work is 

less, the due date variable has more effect on the execution. After the critical solicitations are served, other pending appeals can 

even now have the chance to get administrations. However, when the packet arrival rate more, so that the service ratio of First 

deadline first decreases suddenly at the same time SDF performs comparatively good. Since the framework can simply discover 

short demands for administration, SDF can in any case keep a higher administration proportion. FCFS not consider any due 

date or information size components when settling on booking choice it has the most exceedingly worst performance. 

Clearly, FDF and SDF can perform good only for certain kind of loads only. This will gives us reason to integrate the deadline 

and packet size to enhance the performance of scheduling. 

B. Distributed networking based Scheduling 

At the point when the vehicle moves out from the RSU and later enters another RSU, it illuminates the new RSU about the 

portions which are gotten. In other word, the vehicle embeds the quantity of got parts in its demand and the RSU just sends 

remaining portions. It ought to be noticed that all RSUs have the same information (records) and to be synchronized, all RSUs 

are joined together with a fast system. 

In the previous scheduling approach we did not consider any distinction between a vehicle which requests a file from 

the scratch and one which resumes the download [4]. To consider this distinction, propose a planning plan in view of which 

demands are lined in two unique lines. On the off chance that a vehicle demands for an information thing surprisingly, its 

demand lines in f-line and if the vehicle asks for the remaining piece of an information thing, its demand goes to c-line. Presently 

the RSU ought to choose a line taking focal point from a particular scheduling scheme. 

FCFS does not consider packet size and packet deadline. FDF gives the most priority to the most required packets 

while rejects the service time spent on those packet items. SDF takes the packet size into consideration but ignores the packets 

importance. As a result, none of above scheduling schemes can gives a good scheduling scheme for all kind of parameters. A 

new scheduling scheme, called D *S to consider both packet size and deadline when scheduling vehicle-roadside data access. 

Intuitively: [2] 

 When two packets with the same deadline, the one asking for a small size packet should be served first. 

 When two requests asking for packet with same size, the one with earlier deadline should be served first. 

Persuaded by the above perceptions, every request is given a service value in view of its due date and information size, 

called DS values, as its service priority [3]: 

DS value = (Deadline − CurrentClock) ∗ DataSize 

Here, we connect the deadline and packet size component because these two components have different scales. The 

product will not put any adverse effect on the DS values. At scheduling time, the D * S method is always serves the requests 

with the less DS value. 
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Fig. 2: Flow Chart for Two Step Scheduling in Distributed networking for DS value 

C. Distributed networking motion prediction based Scheduling 

At the point when working with many packet demands in vehicle-roadside information get to, the broadcast way of RSU to 

vehicle communication can be utilized to accomplish better execution since a solitary show can serve different solicitations 

which contain the same information thing all the while [7]. In between, vehicle mobility topology can be made use of to facilitate 

more no of-RSU packet distribution. Specifically, over flooded RSU can move there part of its requests to nearby non-over 

flooded RSUs based on the motion prediction of vehicles. 

Motion detection based cooperative scheduling scheme for scheduling more-packet requests in vehicle-roadside data 

access. Work over load is transferred among a set of RSUs, which helps to balance RSU workload as well as to proper utilize 

complete RSU bandwidth. Show improvement is used to accomplish proper planning execution too while both request due date 

and information popularity are consolidated when settling on booking choices to take care of the request starvation issue. 

Vehicles will inform their presences to a RSU when the vehicles will come in the transmission range. Requests will 

be generated by vehicles when they are entered in to the transmission scope of a RSU [5]. No request will be created by vehicles 

when they are just come outside of the transmission range of any RSU.  

RSU servers are set at each other street crossing points and they keep up the same information n thing database. 

Vehicles produce demands when they are going in to the transmission range of RSUs and packets are queued at RSU's appeal 

holding up line upon receipt. Numerous information things inside the information thing data store can be asked for by one 

single appeal. Every RSU server keeps up its own particular appeal holding up line and runs a scheduling plan to choose the 

most suitable information thing to telecast at every scheduling round. There is one and only telecast station for every RSU and 

stand out information thing is show by a RSU at once [6]. Broadcast all the packets that having the same data item that is being 

broadcast can be served instantly. RSUs send packet items non-preemptively. Packets to be transferred among RSUs in different 

conditions. We predict that no system over flooded will be incurred for packet transfer and packets can be moved instantly with 

no delay. Exchanged request is lined at the holding up line of the target RSU (the RSU where the appeal is exchanged to) and 

won't be considered at every planning until its allowing vehicle advises its entry to the target RSU. 

D. RSU Distributed networking using multi queue technique for scheduling 

RSU having two different queues to: 

 Download normal data 

 Download emergency data 

The information for distribution is looked over previously stated lines in light of some scheduling strategies [8]. 

 Data-queue: user requests internments data (e.g., downloading map), its request goes to Data-queue. 

 Emergency-queue: user requests an important data (e.g., accident notification) 

It should be given highest important to add different queues to each RSU for required purpose [9]. Adding a few 

queues to RSU powers the RSU's administrator to apply distinctive strategies in every queue. The strategy for setting queues' 

need relies on upon some parameter, for example, workload on every queue or queue application and criticality. The requested 
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packets in two queues (Data-queue, Emergency-queue) sorted with FCFS scheme that means that the packet with the first arrival 

time in each queue will be served first. 

 
Fig. 3: Request packet queues in RSU 

1) In first step: Packets are separated in terms of whether the asked for information thing is ordinary or crisis. Requests are 

embedded in two lines and inside every line they are sorted with FCFS booking plan. 

2) In second step: Then select one queue out of two queues through D*S/W scheduling methods. Top of two queues are 

compared with D*S/W method and a queue with less DSW-value is to be get service first. 

DSW value = (Deadline – Current Clock)*Data Size/Weight 

E. Opportunistic Broadcast in Distributed networking 

The main objectives of emergency message broadcast are larger area, low-latency and scalability. In the scheme in [15], relays 

are classified into forwarder which provides fast forward-propagation and reduces broadcast latency, and makeup which 

enhances PRP of nodes. Forwarders are the node in the interest range that receives a new emergency message from the source 

becomes a possible forwarder. The possible forwarder that really rebroadcasts becomes a forwarder. Structure is a node situated 

in the one hop-zone and receives a fresh emergency message from a forwarder becomes a probable frame. The essential idea 

of OBU is to compute a rebroadcast time delay based on the priority of each node that receive a broadcast, and the node with 

the least delay first sends out an ACK at base rate to restrain other nodes before rebroadcast and becomes the real relay. If the 

ACK fails to be received due to accident, then another lower-priority node takes the role of the previous one. Thus at least one 

relay is ensuring to send out the emergency message. 

F. ROADCAST: Popularity Aware Content Sharing 

This scheduling policy in tries to reduce service response time in vehicle-to-vehicle communication [16]. Roadcast ensures 

more popular data is more likely to be shared with other vehicles. Roadcast consists of two components: popularity aware 

content retrieval and popularity aware data replacement. The popularity aware content retrieval scheme makes use of 

information retrieval techniques to find the most relevant data towards user's query, but significantly different from information 

retrieval techniques by taking the data popularity factor into consideration. To deal with the long delays of accessing the less 

popular data, we rely on the popularity aware data replacement algorithm. 

G. Scheduling of users connections at RoadsidE units (SCORE) 

RSU scheduling method in which an RSU makes a schedule that is separated into time-slots (TSs). In each TS, all users that 

are probable to attach to the VANET are specific. Hence, an RSU makes users’ packet and caches them through free TS before 

the users attach [10]. 

Clients register with the RSU system online (by means of Internet). At the point when enrolling, the client indicates 

his continuous hobbies, (for example, sites, email, news, and so on) so that the RSUs will set up his hobbies early before he 

associate with the VANET. RSUs store more than a few types of information that are ready to be delivered to users, and can 

also get hold of on-demand users’ packets from service and data providers.  Suppose that RSUs are deployed at an assortment 

of hotspots [11]. An RSU can be associated via the Internet to data sources (such as Web servers). They can likewise be remotely 

joined with administration suppliers, for example, sensor systems and traffic lights and  expect that every vehicle unites just to 

a single RSU at a lone time, and that each RSU appoints its own particular locations to vehicles that associate with it. 

H. Multi-Network packet scheduling operation 

In this scheduling algorithm main focus on safety application that has connection with road units. This class of application 

requires [12]: (i) minimum packet transmission frequency of 10Hz; and (ii) maximum latency time of 100ms. Safety class can 
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use both WiFi and cellular technologies.  Allotted to this class the priority estimation of 1 (the most astounding priority) to get 

to any system innovation. On the off chance that some utilization of wellbeing is making an impression on the system, this 

message will be sent quickly, in light of the fact that it has priority over every single other message. Moreover, these messages 

can be sent simultaneously through both WiFi and cellular networks. This integration between WiFi and cellular technology 

allows a higher bandwidth, thus a higher throughput of your messages [13]. 

The algorithm below presents an overview of the prioritization: 

p = get next packet from safety buffer 

if p is not equals to NULL 

Then 

send p 

else 

if (empty(user_buffer)&& empty(comfort_buffer)) 

Then 

p get next packet from (user_buffer) 

send (p) 

else i f (empty(user_buffer)&&!empty(comfort_buffer)) 

p get next packet from (comfort_buffer) send(p) 

else 

p_t packet with highest waiting time larger than threshold in buffers 

p_s next packet with smallest size in buffers 

if (p_t not equals to NULL) 

send p_t 

and remove_buffer(p_t) 

else 

send(p_s) 

and remove_buffer(p_s) 

Assume the safety application class is mapped to the cellular technology, for instance warning from time to time to a 

central about a broken car, and that comfort and user class applications are associated with wireless networks and are also 

sending messages from time to time to a central [14]. The packet scheduling will forward the packets from the safety application 

class without problems, because besides being only linked to one network interface, this application class has priority over other 

classes. Then again, concurrency exists in the middle of comfort and user classes, in light of the fact that both are utilizing the 

same system interface. To handle this, the scheduler gives higher priority to packets of smaller size and to parcels that surpass 

a limit of holding up time to be sent. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

As we have seen, the real-time safety messages in critical VANETs environment are guaranteed high priority transmission as 

a requirement in distributed network. Due to the intermittent connection in VANETs, the transmission of real-time traffic data 

frame needs to obtain a higher priority of channel access to the best-effort data using distributed networking. 

In this paper, we covered variants of scheduling in Distributed networking using vehicular ad-hoc networks overview 

and we discussed various approaches of distributed scheduling approach in vehicular ad-hoc networks. As we have seen that 

the prioritized flow for both the scenarios was able to provide a greater packet delivery ratio than the non-prioritized flow as 

being guaranteed by the scheduler as well as the network environments. 
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